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Were the language in question to be addressed to
us by an avowed sceptic, though it might not be very
difficult to expose to him the futility ^ of Ms reason-
ings, we should almost despair of satisfying him of
the soundness of our own.    We should perhaps sug-
gest impossibilities, which might stand ia the way of
such a system as he would establish: arguing from
concessions which he would freely make, we might
indeed point out wherein his pre-conceptions con-
cerning the conduct of the Supreme Being, had been
in fact already contradicted, particularly by the un-
deniable existence of natural or moral evil: and if
thus proved erroneous in one instance, why might
they not be so likewise in another?   But though
by these and similar arguments we might at length
silence our objector, we could not much expect to
bring him over to our opinions.    We should proba-
bly do better, if we were to endeavour rather to draw
him off from those dark and slippery regions, slippery
in truth they are to every human foot, and to contend
with him, where we might tread with firmness and
freedom, on sure ground, and in the light of day.
Then we might fairly lay before him all the various
arguments for the truth of our holy religion; argu-
ments which have been sufficient to satisfy the wisest,
and the best, and the ablest of men.    We might
afterwards insist on the abundant confirmation Chris-
tianity receives from its being exactly suited to the
nature and wants of man; and we might conclude
with fairly putting it to him, whether all this weight
of evidence were to be overbalanced by one diffi-
culty, on a subject so confessedly high and myste-
rious, considering too that he must allow, we see but
a part, 0 how small apart! of the universal creation
of God, and that our faculties are wholly incompe-
tent to judge of the schemes of his infinite wisdom.
This, if the writer may be permitted to offer his own

